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one day their simple lives change when they are given an enchanted mirror and befriend the girl trapped inside! to save their new friend, liana and alexa embark on a
dangerous journey to the hidden diamond castle, that will put their friendship to the test. but through the power of song and with the companionship of two adorable puppies,
the girls face their challenges together and learn that friendship is the true treasure. when they're home, liana and alexa plant the magical flower seeds, and soon beautiful

flowers grow which have diamonds on them while jeremy and ian are successful in their performances with their electric guitars. when the story ends, stacie realizes nothing
can break true friendship, apologizing to courtney, and barbie and teresa resume their guitar playing. barbie & the diamond castle is the 13th barbie movie. it premiered on
nickelodeon on september 7, 2008, [1] and it was released to dvd on september 9, 2008. it is a musical fairy tale about two girls named princess liana, played by barbie and

princess alexa, played by teresa. it is a story about friendship and music. tellurian is the sister of dream faire fashion magazine publisher scrooge and merweb's mother. she is a
petite but stunning princess who loves nurturing the many pets that live on the hillside outside her castle. one day, she hears a commotion coming from in town. this is the
same street where merweb used to live, and scrooge had given her to the novafusca company for research. after scrooge comes back to her castle, tellurian is disappointed
that merweb doesn't even remember her, let alone know her. she warns them to stay away from the crew, but the girls heed her advice and tell merweb that they've been
playing a song using a "valentine's moon." she instantly recognizes the "moon" and is excited by the prospect of discovering a new talent. she takes them to the company's

facility and learns that merweb was actually created as a monster.
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at a-dance, alexa finds herself around the girls who are constantly stealing her clothes. one day, riku, the
group's trainer, comes to her rescue. while with riku, alexa sees the creatures with helmets called "mime

guardians" that belong to phantom, aino's father. the three friends become distant from one another after riku
expresses her feelings for liana, who is unaware of this. the girls sneak off to the forest and bump into meow-
yow, a cat who they know. she reveals that after hearing the diamond castle, she had to move her den. to go

after the diamond castle, liana and alexa have to leave the forest and go through an almost-deadly minefield, as
per meow-yow. in order to get to the diamond castle, they must go through the minefield, and they need to get
the song jewels. but they can't enter the minefield without them, so they must go to the gem trader and get the
jewels. since the girls have only the three song jewels, they need to open the door to unlock the minefield. but
the jewels are fake and shine so brightly, they can't enter the door. since no one has unlocked the door before,
alexa decides to turn on the lights, and since the lights are fake too, they can't enter the door either. she then
comes up with the idea of using the fake lights to shine on the door. alexa takes one of the fake lights, then

melody takes a real one, and finally lily takes a third real one. they manage to bring out the real lights and let
the light shine on the door to unlock it, and they enter the minefield. they then come across a tricky obstacle: a
mine that will shoot deadly fireballs at them. to make matters worse, it seems they are locked in the minefield.
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